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A Geek In Japan
Detailed, comprehensive and critical overview of
modern Japanese culture. The book provides readers
with important insights into various dimensions of
modern Japanese culture, focusing specifically upon a
number of contemporary Japanese thinkers.
? Tokyo ? Kyoto ? Osaka ? Sapporo ? Niseko ?
Nagano ? Okinawa ? Ditch the generic travel guides
that are impersonal AF. This is the #1 Travel Guide
for REAL girls traveling to Japan in a short amount of
time on any budget. All while avoiding the scams,
creeps, and sketchy hangouts.
This fascinating history tells the story of the people of
Japan, from ancient teenage priest-queens to teeming
hordes of salarymen, a nation that once sought to
conquer China, yet also shut itself away for two
centuries in self-imposed seclusion. First revealed to
Westerners in the chronicles of Marco Polo, Japan was
a legendary faraway land defended by a fearsome
Kamikaze storm and ruled by a divine sovereign. It
was the terminus of the Silk Road, the furthest end of
the known world, a fertile source of inspiration for
European artists, and an enduring symbol of the
mysterious East. In recent times, it has become a
powerhouse of global industry, a nexus of popular
culture, and a harbinger of post-industrial decline.
With intelligence and wit, author Jonathan Clements
blends documentary and storytelling styles to connect
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the past, present and future of Japan, and in broad yet
detailed strokes reveals a country of paradoxes: a
modern nation steeped in ancient traditions; a
democracy with an emperor as head of state; a
famously safe society built on 108 volcanoes resting on
the world's most active earthquake zone; a fast-paced
urban and technologically advanced country whose
land consists predominantly of mountains and forests.
Among the chapters in this Japanese history book are:
The Way of the Gods: Prehistoric and Mythical Japan
A Game of Thrones: Minamoto vs. Taira Time Warp:
200 Years of Isolation The Stench of Butter:
Restoration and Modernization The New Breed: The
Japanese Miracle
Presents a graphic interpretation of Steve Jobs's
spiritual connections to Buddhism through his mentor
and friend Kobun Otogawa, and describes how his
search for perfection helped bring about the iPod and
the resurgence of Apple.
A local cop. A US Peacekeeper. A divided Tokyo. In
the future, two mismatched cops must work together
to solve crimes in a divided Tokyo. Years of disaster
and conflict have left Tokyo split between great
powers. In the city of drone-enforced borders,
bodymod black markets, and desperate resistance
movements, US peacekeeper Emma Higashi is
assigned to partner with Tokyo Metropolitan Police
Detective Miyako Koreda. Together, they must race to
solve a series of murders that test their relationship
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and threaten to overturn the balance of global power.
And amid the chaos, they each need to decide what
they are willing to do for peace. Created by Malka
Older, whose Infomocracy was named one of Kirkus'
Best Fiction of 2016, with cowriters Jacqueline
Koyanagi (author of Ascension), Fran Wilde (2016
Nebula Award nominee, and winner of the 2016 Andre
Norton and Compton Crook awards), and Curtis C.
Chen (2017 Locus Awards and Endeavour Award
Finalist). Read the whole series: Ninth Step Station
Season 1 Ninth Step Station Season 2 (April 2020) For
more information, visit serialbox.com.
**Independent Publisher Book Award (IPPY)
Winner** Discover the city of temples, video games,
manga, and cosplay with this graphic Tokyo travel
guide! Tokyo is an astonishing world unto itself—a city
for lovers of Japanese culture, fashion and great food
that mixes the best of old and new. In Cool Tokyo
Guide, Abby Denson, author of the popular Cool
Japan Guide, turns her focus to Tokyo's exciting
streets and a little bit beyond. Abby, her husband
Matt, friend Yuuko and sidekick Kitty Sweet Tooth
will introduce you to: A restaurant where clowns drive
robots and mermaids ride on sharks Fantastic shops
for lovers of everything from vintage manga to dollarstore treasures Great places to take kids—or be a kid,
of any age—like the Ghibli Museum and Palette Town
Famous sites both old and new, from Sensoji Temple
to Tokyo Tower Major comic conventions in the
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anime, cosplay and manga capital of the world Mustvisit spots like Ueno Park and even a few spots outside
the city This practical and fun comic book guide also
helps you navigate everyday life in Tokyo, such as
train etiquette, trash disposal, tricky toilets,
department store fitting rooms and the surgical mask
phenomenon. There is also a special family travel
section for those traveling with children, as well as
information on ways to prepare ahead of time to make
the most of your stay in Tokyo. Whether you're
planning a trip to Japan or just taking an armchair
sojourn, this book will prepare you to have a great
time!
"Otaku Spaces sets out to explain the complicated
subculture of otaku through the stories of otaku
themselves...Galbraith and photographer Androniki
Christodoulou allow the otaku subjects they feature to
take control of their own narrative." - Wired.com Raw
File "This is a terrain of contested meanings. And
'you' (the original meaning of the word otaku in
Japanese) are entering it. Invite otaku into your home
and heart, as they have invited you into theirs." - The
Huffington Post "A peek into an otaku's bedroom or
living space can be a bit of a surprise for the average
person...Patrick W. Galbraith digs even deeper into
the way otaku choose to decorate their surroundings,
and the reasons why they choose to do so in the way
that they do." - CNN "Geek Out!" "The book is
certainly a beautiful object...There's such an intimate
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air to Christodoulou's photographs that you have to
imagine what the subjects are hiding...But the
interviews appeal, in the end, to our commonality: A
few of the subjects gently point out that if people are
honest with themselves, everyone is a little bit otaku
about something." - The Stranger (Starred Review)
"(Galbraith) clearly knows his stuff, and also has a
genuine regard and respect for people that it would be
easy to make fun of. Christodoulou has a real eye for
capturing the essence of the otaku world, and the largescale format (9” by 9”) and high-quality color printing
in this book show her work off to its best advantage.
Even if you’re not an otaku yourself, Galbraith and
Christodoulou do such a good job of capturing the
flavor of these subcultures that reading Otaku Spaces
is the next best thing to a trip to Japan." - PopMatters
Otaku--nerd, über-fan, obsessive collector. Since the
1980s, the term has been used to refer to fans of
Japanese anime, manga, and video games. The word
appeared with no translation on the cover of the
premier issue of Wired magazine in 1993. Patrick W.
Galbraith has produced a groundbreaking work of
reportage that takes us beyond the stereotypes of
"weird Japan" and into the private rooms of selfdescribed otaku. Interviews and more than fifty color
photos reveal a seldom seen side of these reclusive
Japanese collectors. They talk frankly about their
collections of blow-up dolls, comic books, military
paraphernalia, anime videos, and more. Galbraith
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follows the collectors to their favorite shops and shows
how public space in Japan is starting to mimic the look
and feel of the otaku's private room. He also interviews
Japan's top cultural critics, helping to place otaku
culture in wider sociological and economic contexts.
Galbraith broadens his interview focus even further to
include otaku from the United States and the United
Kingdom, forcing those of us who live in any hyperconsumerist culture to admit that we can and do have
otaku tendencies. Patrick W. Galbraith--a selfdescribed otaku with the anime tattoos to prove it--is a
PhD student at the University of Tokyo and the author
of The Otaku Encyclopedia (Kodansha Limited). He
also blogs at the popular Otaku2 and is widely
considered one of the foremost American experts on
Japan's pop culture. Androniki Christodoulou is a
freelance photographer based in Tokyo, Japan.
Featuring full-color photographs and illustrations
throughout, this text is a comprehensive guide to
Japanese culture. The richness of Japan's history is
renowned worldwide. The heritage of culture that its
society has produced and passed on to future
generations is one of Japan's greatest
accomplishments. In Introduction to Japanese
Culture, you'll read an overview, through sixty-eight
original and informative essays, of Japan's most
notable cultural achievements, including: Religion,
Zen Buddhism, arranged marriages and Bushido
Drama and Art—from pottery, painting and
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calligraphy to haiku, kabuki and karate
Cuisine—everything from rice to raw fish Home and
Recreation, from board games such as Go to origami,
kimonos and Japanese gardens The Japan of today is a
fully modern, Westernized society in nearly every
regard. Even so, the elements of an earlier age are
clearly visible in the country's arts, festivals, and
customs. This book focuses on the essential constants
that remain in present-day Japan and their
counterparts in Western culture. Edited by Daniel
Sosnoski, an American writer who has lived in Japan
since 1985, these well-researched articles, color
photographs, and line illustrations provide a compact
guide to aspects of Japan that often puzzle the outside
observer. Introduction to Japanese Culture is
wonderfully informative, a needed primer on the
cultural make-up and behaviors of the Japanese. This
book is certain to fascinate the student, tourist, or
anyone who seeks to know and understand Japanese
culture, Japanese etiquette, and the history of Japan.
Cool Japan Guide
Xcentric Culture
A Foreign Woman's Journey of Discovery
A Geek in Korea
Adventures in the City of Kawaii Fashion, Train Sushi
and Godzilla
The Monocle Book of Japan
Etiquette Guide to Japan
A Manga Lover's Tokyo Travel Guide
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How Teenage Girls Made a Nation Cool
Ikigai
Geek in China
Japan Eats!
Discovering the Land of Manga, Anime, Zen, and the
Tea Ceremony (Revised and Expanded with New
Topics)
My Favorite Things to See and Do In Japan
Otaku Culture in a Connected World
Tokyo is ground zero for Japan's popular "geek" or
otaku culture—a phenomenon that has now swept
across the globe. This is the most comprehensive
Japan travel guide ever produced which features
Tokyo's geeky underworld. It provides a
comprehensive run-down on each major Tokyo
district where geeks congregate, shop, play and
hang out—from hi-tech Akihabara and trendy
Harajuku to newer and lesser-known haunts like chic
Shimo-Kita and working-class Ikebukuro. Dozens of
iconic shops, restaurants, cafes and clubs in each
area are described in loving detail with precise
directions to get to each location. Maps, URLs,
opening hours and over 400 fascinating color
photographs bring you around Tokyo on an
unforgettable trip to the centers of Japanese manga,
anime and geek culture. Interviews with local otaku
experts and people on the street let you see the
world from their perspective and provide insights on
what is currently happening in Tokyo now (which will
eventually impact the rest of the world)! Japan's
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geek culture, in its myriad forms is more popular
today than ever before—with Japanese manga filling
every bookstore; anime cartoons on TV; and
transformer toys and video games like Pokemon Go
played by tens of millions of people. Swarms of
visitors come to Tokyo each year on a personal
quest to soak in all the otaku-related sights and
enjoy Japanese manga, anime, gaming and idol
culture at its very source. This is the book they have
to get!
A Geek in Thailand is a light-hearted but perceptive
look at one of the world's most visited countries
from the viewpoint of a young foreign resident. More
than just a Thai travel guide, it offers a concise but
insightful take on Thailand for tourists, expats,
would-be expats, and others—anyone, in fact, with an
interest in visiting or learning about the Land of
Smiles. Packed with short articles accompanied by
sidebar stories and interviews and evocative color
photographs, the author paints a vivid and revealing
picture of a country built on a deep reverence for
nation, religion and monarchy, yet with its own
distinct, individualistic perspective. Subjects range
from the touchstones of Thai culture and history,
such as its politics and economy, Buddhism and
folklore, to chapters on traditional Thai design and
craftsmanship, including its highly acclaimed
architecture and fine silk textiles. There are also
chapters on the globally popular Thai food and
entertainment like kickboxing and cabaret. Chapters
on the Thai character and cultural do's and don'ts
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will allow the reader to go beyond the Thai smile. For
visitors to the country, the author includes his top
ten things to see and do in the main tourist
destinations as well as an account of the main
festivals and tips on getting around.
The extraordinary, bestselling memoir from Japan's
foremost geisha. 'A glimpse into the exotic,
mysterious, tinged-with-eroticism world of the
almost mythical geisha' Val Hennessy, Daily Mail
'[An] eloquent and innovative memoir' The Times 'I
can identify the exact moment when things began to
change. It was a cold winter afternoon. I had just
turned three.' Emerging shyly from her hiding place,
Mineko encounters Madam Oima, the formidable
proprietress of a prolific geisha house in Gion.
Madam Oima is mesmerised by the child's black hair
and black eyes: she has found her successor. And
so Mineko is gently, but firmly, prised away from her
parents to embark on an extraordinary profession, of
which she will become the best. But even if you are
exquisitely beautiful and the darling of the okiya, the
life of a geisha is one of gruelling demands. And
Mineko must first contend with her bitterly jealous
sister who is determined to sabotage her success . .
. Captivating and poignant, Geisha of Gion tells of
Mineko's ascendancy to fame and her ultimate
decision to leave the profession she found so
constricting. After centuries of mystery Mineko is the
only geisha to speak out. This is the true story she
has long wanted to tell and the one that the West has
long wanted to hear.
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For every fan of kung fu, steamed dumplings,
Confucius and giant skyscrapers, A Geek in China is
a hip, smart and concise guide to the Middle
Kingdom. Packed with photographs and short
articles on all aspects of Chinese culture, past and
present, A Geek in China introduces readers to
everything from Taoism and Confucianism to pop
music and China's new middle class. A mix of
traditional culture, such as highlights of Chinese
history, great historical and mythological figures,
traditional medicine, how the Chinese language
works, real Chinese food, martial arts, and how the
Chinese Communist Party works, is complimented
with information on what makes China unique today.
Chapters discuss why China is so crowded, what it's
like to work in an office, internet and cell phone
culture, dating and marriage practices, top popular
movies and movie stars, the contemporary art scene,
China's amazing new architecture and infrastructure,
and popular holidays. It also contains chapters on
what makes the Chinese tick, such as the
importance of harmony in society, the practice of
humility, and the importance of hierarchy. For
visitors to the country, the author includes sections
on what to see, both common cultural sites and offthe-beaten-track sites, and how to get around in
China. Sections on visiting Hong Kong and Taiwan
are also included. This China travel guide is a unique
guide to the world's most populous and longest
continuous culture. Readers will learn essential
information about China's past and present to be
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able to understand the many references to history,
politics, and pop culture that come up in everyday
conversation and in the media.
For first-time visitors and seasoned gourmets alike,
Japan Eats! is an entertaining guide to the pleasures
and pitfalls of dining in Japan—with hilarious insights
and tips not found in other books. Whether it's the
proper technique for holding chopsticks or the
etiquette of slurping soup, author Betty Reynolds
reassures the bewildered and includes mini-lessons
on how to read the curtains at the entrance, the
menus on the wall, and even the signs on the
bathroom doors! What are uni sea urchins and how
do you eat them? What are "dancing shrimp"? What
is the difference between tonkatsu and takoyaki? Do
you pick them up with your fingers? Which sauce to
use? And just what is in that sauce? From worldfamous sushi to fatally attractive fugu, it's all
explained clearly and humorously in this sketchbook
filled with charming full-color illustrations and
insightful texts. So don't be intimidated—dive in! You
are bound to have endless food adventures in Japan.
This book shows you how.
For every fan of K-Pop music, Korean Wave dramas
and Kimchi—or anyone intrigued by Korea and
Korean culture—A Geek in Korea is a hip, new guide
to the land of the Samsung smartphone and
Gangnam Style. Author Dan Tudor first arrived in
Korea on the eve of the 2002 World Cup when South
Korea played Italy in the finals. What he saw inspired
him to return and work in Korea. He served as The
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Economist magazine's Korea correspondent for
three years, and he writes regular columns for the
national daily Joongang Ilbo newspaper. Along the
way, he has developed a great love and admiration
for Korean culture and the Korean people. A Geek in
Korea reinvents the culture guide for the Internet
age. Packed with articles and photographs, it covers
all the touchstones of Korean culture—from
Buddhism and Confucianism to chapters on the
traditional arts and disciplines like Taekwondo.
There are chapters on cultural code words and
norms; personal relationships; business and
technology; and symbols and practices that are
peculiarly Korean. A number of chapters are devoted
to Korean pop culture, with attention to the stars,
idols, and urban subcultures associated with them.
For visitors to Korea, the author includes a miniguide to his favorite neighborhoods in Seoul and
other places of outstanding interest. Spotlighting the
originality and creativity of the Koreans, debunking
myths about them, and answering nagging
questions like why they're so obsessed with
education and success—Tudor has created the
perfect book for the growing ranks of Koreaphiles in
this inspired, insightful, and highly informative
guide.
"Learn to make every moment a once-in-a-lifetime
experience with this definitive guide to the Japanese
art of ichigo ichie (pronounced itchy-GO itchy-A),
from the bestselling authors of Ikigai. Every moment
in our life happens only once, and if we let it slip
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away, we lose it forever--an idea captured by the
Japanese phrase ichigo ichie. Often spoken in Japan
when greeting someone or saying goodbye, to
convey that the encounter is unique and special, it is
a tenet of Zen Buddhism and is attributed to a
sixteenth-century master of the Japanese tea
ceremony, or 'ceremony of attention,' whose
intricate rituals compel us to focus on the present
moment. From this age-old concept comes a new
kind of mindfulness"
In recent years, otaku culture has emerged as one of
Japan's major cultural exports and as a genuinely
transnational phenomenon. This timely volume
investigates how this once marginalized popular
culture has come to play a major role in Japan's
identity at home and abroad. In the American
context, the word otaku is best translated as
“geek'—an ardent fan with highly specialized
knowledge and interests. But it is associated
especially with fans of specific Japan-based cultural
genres, including anime, manga, and video games.
Most important of all, as this collection shows, is the
way otaku culture represents a newly participatory
fan culture in which fans not only organize around
niche interests but produce and distribute their own
media content. In this collection of essays, Japanese
and American scholars offer richly detailed
descriptions of how this once stigmatized Japanese
youth culture created its own alternative markets
and cultural products such as fan fiction, comics,
costumes, and remixes, becoming a major
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international force that can challenge the dominance
of commercial media. By exploring the rich variety of
otaku culture from multiple perspectives, this
groundbreaking collection provides fascinating
insights into the present and future of cultural
production and distribution in the digital age.
Love in Lowercase
The Art of Making the Most of Every Moment, the
Japanese Way
Kata as the Key to Understanding the Japanese
Crucible of Hell
Discovering the Land of Golden Buddhas, Pad Thai
and Kickboxing
Japan
A Novel
Anime Impact
The Insider View
Discovering the Land of Alibaba, Bullet Trains and
Dim Sum
A Brief History of Japan
An Explorer's Guide to Japanese Food
Manga, Anime, Gaming, Cosplay, Toys, Idols & More
- The Ultimate Guide to Japan's Otaku Culture
The Zen of Steve Jobs
Introduction to Japanese Culture

*Los Angeles Times bestseller* “If hygge is the art of
doing nothing, ikigai is the art of doing
something—and doing it with supreme focus and
joy.” —New York Post Bring meaning and joy to all
your days with this internationally bestselling guide
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to the Japanese concept of ikigai (pronounced eekey-guy)—the happiness of always being busy—as
revealed by the daily habits of the world’s longestliving people. *And from the same authors, don’t
miss The Book of Ichigo Ichie—about making the
most of every moment in your life.* * * * What’s your
ikigai? “Only staying active will make you want to live
a hundred years.” —Japanese proverb According to
the Japanese, everyone has an ikigai—a reason for
living. And according to the residents of the
Japanese village with the world’s longest-living
people, finding it is the key to a happier and longer
life. Having a strong sense of ikigai—the place
where passion, mission, vocation, and profession
intersect—means that each day is infused with
meaning. It’s the reason we get up in the morning.
It’s also the reason many Japanese never really
retire (in fact there’s no word in Japanese that
means retire in the sense it does in English): They
remain active and work at what they enjoy, because
they’ve found a real purpose in life—the happiness
of always being busy. In researching this book, the
authors interviewed the residents of the Japanese
village with the highest percentage of 100-yearolds—one of the world’s Blue Zones. Ikigai reveals
the secrets to their longevity and happiness: how
they eat, how they move, how they work, how they
foster collaboration and community, and—their bestkept secret—how they find the ikigai that brings
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satisfaction to their lives. And it provides practical
tools to help you discover your own ikigai. Because
who doesn’t want to find happiness in every day? A
PENGUIN LIFE TITLE
A celebration of theendlessly fascinating
andculturally rich countryof Japan, this book fromthe
Monocle team ispacked with insightsand fully
illustrated withstunning photography. Monocle's
latest book is an ardent paean to Japan, covering
everything from design, architecture, and culture to
food, fashion, and current affairs. Since it launched
in 2007, Monocle has had deep roots in Japan. From
day one, the magazine has maintained a Tokyo
bureau, which today also encompasses a Monocle
shop and radio studio. Over the past decade, the
magazine and its team have continued to build upon
their appreciation for and understanding of the nation
of Japan. Monocle's stories have covered everything
from a live journey on the emperor's jet and the
tastiest places to eat in Kagoshima to the fashion
designers challenging conventions and the
businesses with remarkable stories untold outside
Japan. The Monocle Book of Japan reveals the best
of the country in the run-up to the 2021 Olympics.
Complete with striking photography and captivating
essays, this volume showcases some of Japan's
most intriguing splendors.
**Independent Publisher Book Award (IPPY)
Winner** For fans of Japanese manga and anime, a
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trip to Tokyo is an absolute must! In this captivating
Tokyo travel guide, manga artist and author
Evangeline Neo travels to the Japanese capital with
her mascots Kopi the dog and Matcha the cat in tow,
bringing you to all the otaku sights this city has to
offer. She shows you where to shop for manga
memorabilia in Akihabara and Nakano, takes you on
a tour of famous anime and manga museums like
Studio Ghibli and Sanrio Puroland, and shares her
experiences at a cosplay studio, a maid and butler
cafe, and a manga drawing class. In addition to
manga and anime-related adventures, Eva brings
readers to all the must-see Tokyo sites as
well—from Asakusa's Sensoji Temple to Tokyo
Tower and the Meiji Shrine. She also introduces
travelers to sushi train restaurants, hot spring baths
and a kimono makeover session—even a day trip to
Mt. Fuji! Along the way, she shows you all her
favorite places to shop and eat, and gives advice on
what to pack, what to buy, how to get around, and
even how to speak a few words of survival
Japanese. This manga guide to Tokyo is depicted in
charming and humorous drawings and stories, which
are as enjoyable for armchair travelers as they are
practically useful for visitors to the city. Step into the
world of modern Japanese culture through this
amusing and unique guide to one of the world's top
cities.
This is the first book to explain in detail why the
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Japanese think and behave as they do. In Japan: A
Guide to Traditions, Customs and Etiquette veteran
Japanologist Boye Lafayette De Mente unlocks the
mysteries of Kata — the cultural forms that shape
and define Japanese etiquette, character and world
view. These forms are responsible for creating the
unique traits and talents which distinguish the
Japanese people. Kata governs virtually all
interactions in Japan and remains the key to
understanding Japanese customs, business
etiquette and daily communication. In seventy short,
clear essays ranging from "The Art of Bowing" and
"Importance of the Apology" to "The Compulsion for
Quality" and "Exchanging Name Cards," De Mente
unravels the complexities of Japanese culture by
exploring the origin, nature, use and influence of
Kata in Japanese life. By virtually delving into
Japanese history and the collective Japanese
psyche, readers will experience the modern
expressions of this ancient culture and specific way
of thinking.
Japan mesmerizes and bewilders the visitor in equal
measure, making a top-notch travel guide essential
for anyone planning a trip to the land of the rising
sun. Rob Goss is an award-winning Japan travel
writer who has lived in the country for years. From
fast-paced Tokyo to the serene temples and gardens
of Kyoto to the booming winter resort of Niseko,
Goss shows visitors where to experience the
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country's rich culinary traditions, pop culture,
Samurai heritage, and so much more. Delving
beyond the scope of traditional guidebooks, Japan
Traveler's Companion showcases the insider's
Japan, offering detailed itineraries for each region as
well as: Information on the country's 100 most
important tourist sights, including 22 UNESCO World
Heritage Sites Illustrated introductions to Japanese
cuisine, popular culture, and Samurai history A map
of each region with suggested walks Tips for getting
off the beaten path and finding Japan's lesser-known
treasures, such as the contemporary "art island" of
Naoshim and Yakushima's breathtaking flora and
fauna Engagingly written and richly illustrated with
hundreds of color photos, this Japan travel guide is
the one book visitors will keep by their side before,
during, and long after they complete their journey.
The third title in the I Am City series stops in New
York! Cities have always been important
protagonists in our history, but now, more than ever,
they are taking the leading role in our developing
culture. In the series I am the City , the most
prominent conurbations in the world are given a
chance to reassert their unique personalities and
individuality, showing us, via a pictorial tour and
compelling anecdotes, the things that mark them out
in the face of the encroaching tide of homogeneity.
The third title of the I Am the City series alights in
New York. Stunning colour illustrations by Carlo
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Stanga lead the reader into a virtual tour of the city
that narrates and reveals landmarks, tales, lifestyle,
architecture as well as secrets. From the Chrysler
building to the bagel, this is a unique, fully
comprehensive illustrated journey of the Big Apple.
Transport yourself to the global capital of cool with
this ultimate guide to Japanese pop culture! Are you
crazy about Japanese manga, anime, video games,
cosplay, toys and idols? If so, this book is for you!
Whether you're planning a trip to Japan, have a
severe case of wanderlust, or are just fascinated by
its culture, let Otaku Japan transport you to the
capital of cool. In this practical travel guide, over 450
iconic shops, restaurants, cafes, clubs and events
are presented in loving detail with precise directions
on how to find them. More than 20 maps, websites
and over 400 color photos take you the length and
breadth of Japan to all the centers of Otaku
culture—from snowy Hokkaido to sunny Kyushu.
Highlights include: Interviews with Game Developers
Cosplay and Halloween Events in Japan Dojinshi:
Self-published Comics A Visit to the Ghibli Museum
Interview with famous Japanese idols Anime-themed
Trains A Glossary of Otaku Terms And much, much
more! The book covers all major regions in
Japan—Tokyo, Osaka, Kyoto, Kobe, Nagoya,
Sapporo and Fukuoka—as well as lesser-known
areas like Tohoku, Chugoku and Shikoku.
New York City-based writer and illustrator
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Williamson shares discoveries about Japan and its
culture based on a recent year spent in Kyoto as a
postgraduate student. The text combines the
author's colorful illustrations with brief descriptions
presented in a script-style text. The end result is a
charming, journal-like publication in which Williams
Be More Japan
Japan Traveler's Companion
The Fascinating World of Japanese Manga, Anime,
Gaming, Cosplay, Toys, Idols and More! (Covers
over 450 locations with more than 400 photographs
and 21 maps)
Ninth Step Station
Discovering Asia's New Kingdom of Cool
Japan's Most Famous Sights From Okinawa to
Hokkaido
The Solo Girl's Travel Guide
Rice, Noodle, Fish
a Geek in Japan
At Home in Japan
I Am New York
Otaku Japan
A Year in Japan
The Japanese Secret to a Long and Happy Life
Tokyo Geek's Guide
"This portrait of Japanese country life reminds
us that at its core, a happy and healthy life is
based on the bonds of food, family, tradition,
community, and the richness of nature" —John
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Einarsen, Founding Editor and Art Director of
Kyoto Journal What would it be like to move to
Japan, leaving everyone you know behind, to
become part of a traditional Japanese
household? At Home in Japan tells an
extraordinary true story of a foreign woman who
goes through an amazing transformation, as she
makes a move from a suburban lifestyle in
California to a new life, living in Japan. She
dedicates 30 years of her life as a housewife,
custodian and chatelaine of a 350–year–old
farmhouse in rural Japan. This astonishing book
traces a circular path from were Rebecca began,
to living under Japanese customs, from the
basic day to day details of life in the house and
village, through relationships with family,
neighbors and the natural and supernatural
entities with which the family shares the house.
Rebecca Otowa then focuses on her inner life,
touching on some of the pivotal memories of her
time in Japan, the lessons in perception that
Japan has taught her and the ways in which she
has been changed by living in Japan. An
insightful and compelling read, At Home in
Japan is a beautifully written and illustrated
reminiscence of a once simple life made
extraordinary.
Otaku: Nerd; geek or fanboy. Originates from a
polite second-person pronoun meaning "your
home" in Japanese. Since the 1980s it's been
used to refer to people who are really into
Japanese pop-culture, such as anime, manga,
and videogames. A whole generation, previously
marginalized with labels such as geek and nerd,
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are now calling themselves otaku with pride.
The Otaku Encyclopedia offers fascinating
insight into the subculture of Cool Japan. With
over 600 entries, including common
expressions, people, places, and moments of
otaku history, this is the essential A to Z of facts
every Japanese pop-culture fan needs to know.
Author Patrick W. Galbraith has spent several
years researching deep into the otaku heartland
and his intimate knowledge of the subject gives
the reader an insider's guide to words such as
moé, doujinshi, cosplay and maid cafés. Indepth interviews with such key players as
Takashi Murakami, otaku expert Okada Toshio,
and J-pop idol Shoko Nakagawa are interspersed
with the entries, offering an even more
penetrating look into the often misunderstood
world of otaku. Dozens of lively, colorful
images--from portraits of the interview subjects
to manga illustrations, film stills and photos of
places mentioned in the text--pop up
throughout the book, making The Otaku
Encyclopedia as entertaining to read as it is
informative.
"The schoolgirl is the main driver of Japan's
Gross National Cool, and Brian Ashcraft's book
is the best source for those hoping to
understand why." —Chris Baker, WIRED
Magazine Japanese Schoolgirl Confidential
takes you beyond the realm of everyday girls to
the world of the iconic Japanese schoolgirl craze
that is sweeping the globe. For years, Japanese
schoolgirls have appeared in hugely-popular
anime and manga series such as Dragon Ball,
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Sailor Moon, The Melancholy of Haruhi
Suzumiya, and Blood: The Last Vampire. These
girls are literally showing up everywhere—in
movies, magazines, video games, advertising,
and music. WIRED Magazine has kept an eye on
the trends emerging from these stylish teens,
following kick-ass schoolgirl characters in
videogames like Street Fighter and assassin
schoolgirls in movies like Quentin Tarantino's
Kill Bill. By talking to Japanese women,
including former and current J-Pop idols, wellknown actresses, models, writers, and
artists—along with famous Japanese film
directors, historians and marketers—authors
Brian Ashcraft and Shoko Ueda (who have both
contributed to WIRED's "Japanese Schoolgirl
Watch" columns) reveal the true story behind
Japan's schoolgirl obsessions. You'll learn the
origins of the schoolgirls' unusual attire, and
how they are becoming a global brand used to
sell everything from kimchi to insurance. In
Japanese Schoolgirl Confidential, you'll
discover: Sailor-suited pop-idols Cult movie
vixens Schoolgirl shopping power The latest
uniform fashions Japanese schoolgirls are a
symbol of girl empowerment. Japanese
Schoolgirl Confidential shows why they are so
intensely cool. Don't miss this essential book on
the Japanese youth culture craze that is driving
today's pop culture worldwide. "Whether your
preferred schoolgirl is more the upstanding
heroine Sailor Moon or the vengeful, weaponwielding Gogo Yubari of Quentin Tarantino's
Kill Bill, Vol. 1, you'll come away well versed."
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—Publishers Weekly
For every fan of manga, anime, J-pop, or Zen, A
Geek in Japan is a hip, smart and concise guide
to the land that is their source. Comprehensive
and well informed, it covers a wide array of
topics in short articles accompanied by sidebars
and numerous photographs, providing a lively
digest of the society and culture of Japan.
Designed to appeal to the generations of
Westerners who grew up on Pokemon, manga
and video games, A Geek in Japan reinvents the
culture guide for readers in the Internet age.
Spotlighting the originality and creativity of the
Japanese, debunking myths about them, and
answering nagging questions like why they're so
fond of robots, author Hector Garcia has
created the perfect book for the growing ranks
of Japanophiles in this inspired, insightful and
highly informative guide.
# 1 Best Seller in Movies, Video Guides &
Reviews — The Life-Changing Power of Anime A
celebration of Anime: Many books on anime
simply offer a list of “essential titles” and
recommendations. Anime Impact goes deeper by
showcasing the many voices of anime’s biggest
fans. You’ll find many distinct stories that only
each specific writer could tell, all painting a fun
and surprisingly touching portrait of the true
impact of anime over multiple generations.
Iconic movies and TV shows from Japan:
Japanese animation—or anime—holds a special
place in the hearts of countless fans around the
globe. Since the early days of Osamu Tezuka’s
Astro Boy to Makoto Shinkai’s astounding
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success with Your Name, anime has left an
undeniable impact on our culture. Insights from
filmmakers, authors, and YouTube stars: Anime
Impact explores the impression the medium has
left on various fans with detailed discussions on
television shows and movies from the 1960s all
the way to the present. You’ll hear from
YouTube film critic Chris Stuckmann and many
others like Ready Player One author Ernest
Cline and YouTube stars Robert Walker,
Bennett “BennettTheSage” White, Tristan
"Arkada" Gallant of Glass Reflection and manga
artist Mark Crilley. Learn how anime has
impacted culture from authors, artists, critics,
anime enthusiasts, and super fans such as John
Rodriguez, Alicia Malone, Emma Fyffe, and
many more. You will learn about the impact of:
Anime classics such as Gundam, Akira, Sailor
Moon, Spirited Away and other Studio Ghibli
films The biggest names in anime like One
Piece, Dragon Ball Z, Pokémon, Naruto, and
Attack on Titan Movies and shows both
legendary and niche alike Truly unique hidden
gems rarely seen outside of Japan And much
more Anime Impact explores the effects and
lasting appeal of anime across all genres and
across five decades!
From the award-winning historian, Saul David,
the riveting narrative of the heroic US troops,
bonded by the brotherhood and sacrifice of war,
who overcame enormous casualties to pull off
the toughest invasion of WWII's Pacific Theater
-- and the Japanese forces who fought with
tragic desperation to stop them. With Allied
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forces sweeping across Europe and into
Germany in the spring of 1945, one enormous
challenge threatened to derail America's
audacious drive to win the world back from the
Nazis: Japan, the empire that had extended its
reach southward across the Pacific and was
renowned for the fanaticism and brutality of its
fighters, who refused to surrender, even when
faced with insurmountable odds. Taking down
Japan would require an unrelenting attack to
break its national spirit, and launching such an
attack on the island empire meant building an
operations base just off its shores on the island
of Okinawa. The amphibious operation to
capture Okinawa was the largest of the Pacific
War and the greatest air-land-sea battle in
history, mobilizing 183,000 troops from Seattle,
Leyte in the Philippines, and ports around the
world. The campaign lasted for 83 blood-soaked
days, as the fighting plumbed depths of
savagery. One veteran, struggling to make sense
of what he had witnessed, referred to the
fighting as the "crucible of Hell." Okinawan
civilians died in the tens of thousands: some
were mistaken for soldiers by American troops;
but as the US Marines spearheading the
invasion drove further onto the island and
Japanese defeat seemed inevitable, many more
civilians took their own lives, some even
murdering their own families. In just under
three months, the world had changed
irrevocably: President Franklin D. Roosevelt
died; the war in Europe ended; America's
appetite for an invasion of Japan had waned,
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spurring President Truman to use other means
-- ultimately atomic bombs -- to end the war;
and more than 250,000 servicemen and civilians
on or near the island of Okinawa had lost their
lives. Drawing on archival research in the US,
Japan, and the UK, and the original accounts of
those who survived, Crucible of Hell tells the
vivid, heart-rending story of the battle that
changed not just the course of WWII, but the
course of war, forever.
Written by local expert Sumiko Kajiyama, Cool
Japan explores the heart of Japanese culture
and must-see places from a uniquely Japanese
perspective. First, visit Kyoto, where you will
discover 1,000 years of history, from the ancient
love story the Tale of Genji to the traditional tea
ceremony. Then head to Tokyo to experience
Japan's cutting-edge capital, where the 21stcentury kawaii culture collides with landmarks
like the Kabuki-za Theater and the Imperial
Palace. For a different perspective, venture
outside the city to the serene towns of Tohoku,
the region largely affected by the 2011 tsunami
disaster. Informative, entertaining, and useful,
this book is an ideal introduction for any
traveler looking for a deeper understanding of
Japanese culture, past and present.
A feel-good novel for fans of A Man Called Ove
and The Rosie Project, about an eccentric,
language-loving bachelor and the cat that opens
his eyes to life’s little pleasures The Silver
Linings Playbook author Matthew Quick: “A
delightfully absurd, life-affirming celebration. I
literally stood up and cheered as I read the last
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page.” When Samuel, a lonely linguistics
lecturer, wakes up on New Year’s Day, he is
convinced that the year ahead will bring nothing
more than passive verbs and un-italicized
moments—until an unexpected visitor slips into
his Barcelona apartment and refuses to leave.
The appearance of Mishima, a stray, brindlefurred cat, becomes the catalyst that leads
Samuel from the comforts of his favorite books,
foreign films, and classical music to places he’s
never been (next door) and to people he might
never have met (a neighbor with whom he’s
never exchanged a word). Even better, the
Catalan cat leads him back to the mysterious
Gabriela, whom he thought he’d lost long
before, and shows him, in this international
bestseller for fans of The Rosie Project, The
Solitude of Prime Numbers, and A Man Called
Ove, that sometimes love is hiding in the
smallest characters.
Japanese Schoolgirl Confidential
A Geek in Japan
Deep Travels Through Japan's Food Culture
Modern Japanese Culture
Japan: A Guide to Traditions, Customs and
Etiquette
Anime
A Guide to Tokyo, Kyoto, Tohoku and Japanese
Culture Past and Present
Fandom Unbound
The Anatomy of Dependence
Geek in Thailand
Fun in the Land of Manga, Lucky Cats and
Ramen
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The True Story of Japan's Foremost Geisha
A History
The Heroism and Tragedy of Okinawa, 1945
Know the rules that make the difference!
Created specifically for fans of Japanese "cool
culture," A Geek in Japan is one of the most iconic,
hip, and concise cultural guides available.
Reinvented for the internet age, it is packed with
personal essays and hundreds of photographs and
presents all the touchstones of traditional and
contemporary culture in an entirely new way. A Geek
in Japan decodes the mysteries of the Japanese
language, Japanese social values and daily habits,
business and technology, the arts, and symbols and
practices that are peculiarly Japanese. This revised
and expanded edition contains many new pages of
materials on all sorts of topics including Kyoto,
Japanese architecture, and Japanese video games. It
also features a guide to author Hector Garcia's
favorite Tokyo hangouts and tips on visiting many
"secret" places around Japan. Highlighting the
originality and creativity of the Japanese, debunking
myths, and answering nagging questions such as why
the Japanese are so fond of wearing face masks,
Garcia has written an irreverent, insightful, and
highly informative guide for the growing ranks of
Japanophiles around the world.
Traveling to Japan has never been so much fun—visit
the land of anime, manga, cosplay, hot springs and
sushi! This graphic Japan travel guide is the first of
its kind exploring Japanese culture from a
cartoonist's perspective. Cool Japan Guide takes you
on a fun tour from the high-energy urban streets of
Tokyo to the peaceful Zen gardens and Shinto
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shrines of Kyoto and introduces you to: the exciting
world of Japanese food—from bento to sushi and
everything in between. the otaku (geek) culture of
Japan, including a manga market in Tokyo where
artists display and sell their original artwork. the
complete Japanese shopping experience, from
combini (not your run-of-the-mill convenience
stores!) to depato (department stores with
everything). the world's biggest manga, anime and
cosplay festivals. lots of other exciting places to go
and things to do—like zen gardens, traditional
Japanese arts, and a ride on a Japanese bullet train.
Whether you're ready to hop a plane and travel to
Japan tomorrow, or interested in Japanese culture,
this fun and colorful travelogue by noted comic book
artist and food blogger Abby Denson, husband Matt,
friend Yuuko, and sidekick, Kitty Sweet Tooth, will
present Japan in a unique and fascinating way.
Be More Japan is a celebration of all things Japanese
- from the country's fascinating, ancient traditions to
its unique and influential modern culture. Blending
both travel information and cultural insights into a
single book, Be More Japan helps you understand
and experience the best of Japan, both at home and
abroad. Beginning with an overview of the four
seasons - a key theme in Japanese culture - you'll
learn about the festivals, food, fashion and flowers
that change throughout the year and make this
country so full of fun and variety. Then dive into the
captivating culture of Japan, with topics such as art,
music, food, wellness and spirituality all split into
separate sections to help you pinpoint the areas that
interest you. Learn about the traditional skills of the
tea ceremony and calligraphy, and where you can go
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to see and practice them yourself. Find out more
about the country's most popular sports and where to
catch a game of baseball or see a martial arts
exposition. For pop culture fans, there are dedicated
sections on J-Pop, anime and video games, with
plenty of information on the best places to enjoy
them in Japan. And if you want to get a feel for
modern Japanese lifestyle, you'll find enough details
on topics such as transportation, karaoke, ikigai,
shopping and hot springs to help you make the most
of even a short trip to Japan. You can pick and choose
what interests you to plan your perfect trip, or
explore a bit of everything to get a sense of the
essentials of Japanese life and culture. And for those
who can't make the trip to Japan, or who want to
carry on the experience when they return, there are
tips and suggestions for how to bring Japanese
culture to you, and places where you can see its
influence around the world.
Finalist for the 2016 IACP Awards: Literary Food
Writing An innovative new take on the travel guide,
Rice, Noodle, Fish decodes Japan's extraordinary
food culture through a mix of in-depth narrative and
insider advice, along with 195 color photographs. In
this 5000-mile journey through the noodle shops,
tempura temples, and teahouses of Japan, Matt
Goulding, co-creator of the enormously popular Eat
This, Not That! book series, navigates the
intersection between food, history, and culture,
creating one of the most ambitious and complete
books ever written about Japanese culinary culture
from the Western perspective. Written in the same
evocative voice that drives the award-winning
magazine Roads & Kingdoms, Rice, Noodle, Fish
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explores Japan's most intriguing culinary disciplines
in seven key regions, from the kaiseki tradition of
Kyoto and the sushi masters of Tokyo to the street
food of Osaka and the ramen culture of Fukuoka. You
won't find hotel recommendations or bus schedules;
you will find a brilliant narrative that interweaves
immersive food journalism with intimate portraits of
the cities and the people who shape Japan's food
culture. This is not your typical guidebook. Rice,
Noodle, Fish is a rare blend of inspiration and
information, perfect for the intrepid and armchair
traveler alike. Combining literary storytelling,
indispensable insider information, and world-class
design and photography, the end result is the first
ever guidebook for the new age of culinary tourism.
Farewell to faux pas! Minding your manners is an
acquired skill, but what serves you well elsewhere
could trip you up in Japan. Save yourself possible
embarrassment with Etiquette Guide to Japan. An
inside look at Japanese social graces, it answers all
the questions of the thoughtful traveler. Extensive,
specific information on Japanese business etiquette
assists readers traveling to Japan for business.
Although often overshadowed by a modern facade,
long–standing traditional aspects of Japan's culture
still influence the country and almost everyone in it.
Concrete evidence of this traditional culture can be
seen everywhere—in the ancient arts and crafts that
are still important parts of everyday life, in the many
shrines and temples that dot the nation, and in the
modern comeback of traditional fashions such as
kimono and yakata robes. To many Western visitors,
however, the most obvious example of this traditional
culture's strength is the unique etiquette of the
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Japanese. Like many nations, Japan has experienced
vast political, social, and economic change over the
past century. But enough of Japan's traditional
etiquette remains to set the Japanese apart socially
and psychologically, and to make success in
socializing and doing business with them a special
challenge for Westerners. About this new version:
This updated and expanded edition of the best-selling
Japanese etiquette guide addresses not just the
puzzling protocols relating to name cards, bowing or
shaking hands, bathrooms and public baths—but also
what to do when entertaining Japanese dinner
guests, attending a Japanese tea ceremony, taking
the subway, and much more! It also provides the
latest etiquette in mobile phone manners, texting,
social media and other forms of digital
communication. The glossary at the back of the book
has been revised to include the latest technologyrelated words and expressions used by Japanese
today. Two new chapters address the changing role
of foreigners in the workplace and the contemporary
business style and etiquette used by the younger
generation of Japanese who are now increasingly
cosmopolitan—but still very Japanese!
This comprehensive history of Japanese animation
draws on Japanese primary sources and testimony
from industry professionals to explore the production
and reception of anime, from its origins in Japanese
cartoons of the 1920s and 30s to the international
successes of companies such as Studio Ghibli and
Nintendo, films such as Spirited Away and video
game characters such as Pokémon.
The Art of Japanese Living
Otaku Spaces
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Geisha of Gion
The Otaku Encyclopedia
The Movies and Shows that Changed the World of
Japanese Animation
Samurai, Shogun and Zen: The Extraordinary Story
of the Land of the Rising Sun
Discovering the Land of Manga, Anime, Zen, and the
Tea Ceremony
Cool Japan
An Insider's Guide to the Subculture of Cool Japan
The Book of Ichigo Ichie
Cool Tokyo Guide
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